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Justice R S Endlaw seeks justice for India – based foreigners
Take policy decision on live-in visa for foreigners: Delhi HC tells Centre
JUSTICE RS ENDLAW SAID THAT THE CURRENT RULES, WHICH DENY THE EXTENSION OF VISA TO THOSE
FOREIGNERS WHO HAVE BEEN LIVING IN WITH AN INDIAN, HAVE “NOT KEPT UP WITH THE TIMES”

NEW DELHI: The Delhi High Court has directed the Centre ( 09.12.2015 ) to take a policy decision
on whether visa extensions given to foreigners married to Indian nationals can also be granted to
those in live-in relationships.
Justice RS Endlaw said that the current rules, which deny the extension of visa to those foreigners
who have been living in with an Indian, has “not kept up with the times”. He noted that the benefits of
the Domestic Violence Act were already extended to foreign women in live-in relationships with
Indians.
―The respondents (government)… would also have to lay down the tests in which such benefit may
be made available i.e. , whether only to live-in relationships in the nature of marriage or to other
live-in relationships also,‖ the Judge said.
The order came on a petition by an Uzbekistani woman, who sought extension of her visa along with
those of her two children, to enable them to stay in India with her live-in-partner — an Indian national.
In 2012, the three came to India on a single Entry Tourist Visa for a period of one month and have
been residing in India ever since. Later, her application for an extension of visa was denied because
she was not able to produce any proof of marriage. However, the HC in February 2013 restrained the
authorities from taking any coercive measures of deporting the woman and her two kids.
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